
Panoramic views into portfolio management 
can fuel ROI
To function optimally, organizations need their portfolios, investments, resources, 
and project plans in one place. And, they need a system capable of aligning 
information and decisions at every level, from top to bottom. To be successful, that 
system must meet the varied demands of enterprise usage and facilitate work—
instead of creating more of it. 

Artemis 7 (A7) from Aurea Planning Solutions is the only end-to-end enterprise 
system offering real-time portfolio and resource management reporting to  
empower decision making and collaboration. It features panoramic views into 
portfolio management, financial and resource management, and program and  
project governance.

Centralize critical enterprise data  
A7 supports agile decision-making by offering transparency of investment, project, and resource data. That data can then inform 
diverse processes, departments and teams to maximize project and portfolio ROI. Enterprise decision makers can customize 
information flow to foster powerful collaboration, and efficiently rationalize and socialize decisions across the organization. 
 
Connect budgets to performance and goals
To truly align organizational goals with both a larger business context and human capital, companies must connect budget 
to performance and goals. To do this, companies need a clear roadmap of what it aims to achieve, and how. Only then can 
its leadership reliably connect project performance and goals to company aspirations. Once that connection is made, budget 
decisions are easier to make since they’re well-supported by data.

Artemis 7 tracks and evaluates project goals and performance in real-time, so organizational leadership can respond to risks 
and known issues—and also make budget allocations that align company outcomes with project goals and performance.
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Activate your Unlimited benefits 
Your subscription includes every Aurea product, plus onboarding to get started.

Request More Information   

Optimize resources and workflows
The ability to track resource utilization, task status and schedules in a central location—across the enterprise—is critical to 
making the best project and resource decisions. 

Artemis 7 helps teams optimize workflows, and ensures that every member the team has the resources and information to 
succeed. A7 delivers comprehensive collaboration tools, combined with resource and workflow tracking features—all designed 
to meet the evolving demands of enterprise usage across diverse processes, departments, and teams. 

https://content.aurea.com/product-info-request-form/

